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OV/4-1 Overview of Recent Alcator C-Mod Research

E. S. Marmar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA
Contact: marmarfrpsfc. mit. edit

Abstract: Experiments have been carried out to investigate the triggering and control of ITBs, using
multiple frequency ICRF tools. It is found that the ITBs can be reliably triggered using off-axis CRF
minority heating; the addition of on-axis heating at a second frequency can be used for control of the
particle transport, leading to quasi-steady operation. Cross-field particle transport in the SOL been shown
to be very rapid in Alcator C-Mod usually dominating over the parallel transport into the divertor with very
important implications for our understanding of particle recycling and ash removal. Detailed explorations
of the quasi-coherent mode (QCM) that appears to be responsible for particle transport across the EDA
H-mode barrier have revealed that the QCM has a magnetic component, and comparisons with MHD
stability calculations are consistent with the hypothesis that it is due to a resistive ballooning instability. In
preparation for long-pulse discharges which will be sustained non-inductively we have produced discharges
up to 3 seconds in length confirming that all systems can be operated for at least 5-second shots, which
corresponds to about 5 current relaxation times at 5 keV.

OV/4-2 An Overview of Recent Results From the TCV Tokamak XA0203046
T. P. Goodman, Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Ass. EURATOM-Confdd6ration
Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: timothy.goodmanrepjl. ch

Abstract: The TCV tokamak (R = .88 m, a < .25 m, B < 1.54T) uses six 0.5 MW gyrotrons at 82.7
GHz for second harmonic (X2) ECH and ECOD, and three at 118 CHz for third harmonic (X3) ECH.
Off-axis co-CD sustains the plasma non-inductively. Calculations and hard X-ray emission suggest that
the non-inductive current profiles broaden by radial diffusion of the fast electrons. Adding counter-CD in
the center of these discharges leads to TBs with -1.6 ITER L-mode scaling and high bootstrap-fraction
(-.50%), lasting 500 energy confinement times and 10 current diffusion times. Strong central co-CD
produces tearing modes with current- and pressure-driven phases, with the island-width well modeled
by theory. Type I ELM precursors are seen in divertor target-plate currents, synchronous with outer
midplane Mirnov precursors. Unstable periodic orbits in the ELM time series are observed. The ELMs
lock to swept-frequency modulation of the fast-coil current inside the vessel. Matched D and pure He
discharges are compared. High-elongation low-current plasmas use far off-axis X2 ECH to broaden the
current profile, providing suitable target plasmas for increasing beta by adding central X3 ECH.

OV/4-3 Overview of Improved Confinement and Plasma Control in the MST Reversed Field
Pinch

3. S. Sarif, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, XVI, USA
Contact: ssarfffrfacstaffwisc. edut

Abstract: We present an overview of the MST program's achievement of record performance for RFP
plasmas and initiation of plasma control via rf current drive, neutral beam heating, and innovative inductive
current drive. Magnetic transport is reduced via optimized inductive programming for J(r) control. The
electron temperature nearly triples and beta doubles. The confinement time increases ten-fold (to -40 ins),
which is comparable to L/H-mode scaling values for a tokamak with the same current and heating. Fast
electron confinement is evidenced by hard x-ray emission. Fokker-Planck modeling requires the electron
diffusivity be velocity-independent to reproduce the x-ray spectrum, implying the residual transport is
not magnetic stochasticity. To extend profile control, rf current drive and neutral beam heating are in
development. Low power observations include (1) neutral beam injected fast ions slow down classically,
(2) lower hybrid waves propagate in high dielectric REP plasmas, and (3) EBW emission is detected
at blackbody levels, implying possible efficient injection. Oscillating Field Current Drive (dc current
sustainment using sinusoidal inductive loop voltages) is also being tested.
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